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5. New conclusions of thethesis: 

5.1. New contributions in academic and theoretic terms  

  The dissertation has systematized and clarified the contents of cost management accounting 

from the view of the need  for the cost management accounting information to serve the business 

administration. 

5.2. New proposals drawn from researchresults: 

Based on the results of the research, analysis and evaluation of the current situation, the 

thesis proposes a system of solutions to improve the cost management accounting at the cement 

companies in Hai Duong province. Thesolutions include: 

- Completing the organizational structure of the cost management accounting system: 

Proposethe application of organizing accounting system according to the combined model between 

financial accounting  and cost management accounting 

- Completing the identification and determination of cost centers: Propose  to determine 3 

groups of center cost including: The center of production cost, the center of management cost and 

the center of business operation cost. 

- Completing the identification and classification of costs: Identify and classify costs 

according to the level of activity, forming three types of costs, which  are variable costs, fixed costs 

and mixed costs,simultaneously add to the cost classification according to decision-making 

authority to control costs. 

- Completing the method of determining costs: Apply the method of determining the actual 

costs combined withthe norm. When transferring the technology, the Kaizen determining 

costmethodshould be applied to cut down costs in production. 

- Completing the method of setting norms and cost estimates 

- Completing the reporting system and analyzing the cost management accounting 

statements 
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